Whirligig Brochure

Directions: Choose two items, ideas, persons, or other allusions referenced in the novel and research both out of the context of the story. You will then create a brochure showing how the allusions add more meaning to Whirligig.

Page 1: Cover Page
- Name of allusions
- Pictures
- Student name

Page 2-3: Research
- Describe the allusions outside of context (what is it)
- At least two paragraphs for each allusion

Page 4-5: Connection to Text
- Explain how the allusions you chose connect to the novel (should be a detailed paragraph 6-8 sentences; one paragraph per allusion)

Page 6: Back Page
- Include two citations
- Picture
- Record one line from the novel that relates to each allusion and the connections you made on page 3

TOTAL: ______/50